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Abstract
Purpose – This paper revolves around the usage of data analytics in the Qur’an and Hadith through a new
text mining technique to answer the main research question of whether the activities and the data flows of the
Murabaha financing contract is compatible with Sharia law. The purpose of this paper is to provide a
thorough and comprehensive database that will be used to examine existing practices in Islamic banks’ and
improve compliancy with Islamic financial law (Sharia).

Design/methodology/approach – To design a Sharia-compliantMurabaha business process originated
on text mining, the authors start by identifying the factors deemed necessary in their text mining techniques
of both texts; using a four-step strategy to analyze those text mining analytics; then, they list the three basic
approaches in text mining used for new knowledge discovery in databases: the co-occurrence approach based
on the recursive co-occurrence algorithm; the machine learning or statistical-based; and the knowledge-based.
They identify any variation and association between the Murabaha business processes produced using text
mining against the one developed through data collection.

Findings – The main finding attained in this paper is to confirm the compatibility of all activities and the
data flows in theMurabaha financing contract produced using data analytics of the Quran and Hadith texts
against theMurabaha business process that was developed based on data collection. Another key finding is
revealing some shortcomings regarding Islamic banks business process compliance with Sharia law.

Practical implications – GivenMurabaha as the most popular mode of Islamic financing with more than
75% in total transactions, this research has managed to touch-base on an area that is interesting to the vast
majority of those dealing with Islamic finance instruments. By reaching findings that could improve the
existing IslamicMurabaha business process and concluding on Sharia compliance of the existingMurabaha
business process, this research is quite relevant and could be used in practice as well as in influencing public
policy. In fact, Islamic Sharia law experts, Islamic finance professionals and Islamic banks may find the
results of this study very useful in improving at least one aspect of the Islamic finance transactions.

Originality/value – By using a novel, fresh text miningmethods built on recursive occurrence of synonym
words from the Qur’an and Hadith to enrich Islamic finance, this research study can claim to have been the
first of its kind in using machine learning to mine the Quran, Hadith and in extracting valuable knowledge to
support and consolidate the Islamic financial business processes andmake themmore compliant with the i.

Keywords Islamic banking, Murabaha financing contract, Quran text mining, Screening and audit

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Islamic finance has grown rapidly over the past few decades, and this is expected to
continue for the foreseeable future. The Islamic financial market has become increasingly
competitive with 1,143 Islamic financial institutions operating globally; thus, Islamic banks
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need to innovate and develop its products beyond Sharia compliance to attract more
business and opportunities in the competitive financial environment (Zarqa, 1983; Khan,
1986). According to Thomson Reuter’s projections, Islamic finance is expected to grow to
$3.2tn by 2020, with Islamic banking constituting $2.6tn of this figure (IFDI, 2015). Islamic
finance has progressed from a niche market, restricted to financial institutions in the GCC
countries to segments of the hyper competitive conventional global financial market.

In belief, Islamic banks are ruled by Islamic financial maxims and Sharia law, that
contains a combination of primary sources from the Quran and Hadith as well as secondary
sources such as Ijma (consensus), Qiyas (analogy), Ikhtiyar (choice), Darurah (necessity),
Ijtihad (interpretation) and fatwas (the legal maxims of Islamic Law). Islamic banking
instruments must comply to the Sharia law. However, Sharia law lacks uniformity, and the
interpretation of Sharia differs depending on the branch of Islam and the school of thought
within them. Islamic banks’ clients [1] are becoming more educated about Islamic financial
products and are seeking convincing evidence of the sharia compliance of products offering
(Kuppusamy et al., 2009). In addition, a large percentage of capital providers, shareholders
and investors in Islamic banks are concerned to what extent the business model and their
invested funds are Sharia-compliant (Chapra and Ahmed, 2002). Several groups in different
countries have been created to focus on the formation of a consistent set of Islamic financial
standards. This added to the burden on the executives of Islamic banks who should achieve
their target to increase the value of assets in a Sharia-compliant way (Archer et al., 1998;
Tlemsani andMatthews, 2010).

Sharia law conformity has not been examined from business process management point
of view and the existing literature has demonstrated a shortage of well-characterized
methodology for incorporating Sharia law compliance rules into Islamic business processes
(Vayanos et al., 2008). Kuppusamy et al. (2009) confirmed that the ability of the banks to
structure Islamic products are imperfect due to the lack of Islamic financial standards.

This research on textual mining analysis of the Quran and Hadith texts can fulfil these
strategic needs in Islamic finance and initiate a new era of research by using data analytics
(machine learning specifically) in the Qur’an and Hadith. The main research question here is
whether the activities and the data flows of the Murabaha (cost-plus financing modes)
financial contract is compatible with the Sharia law.

Sharia-compliant finance (Zubair, 2014) has its own products, services and contracts that
vary from traditional banking. Some of these consist of Murabaha, Sukuk, Hawala, Istisna,
Wadiah, Musharaka, Mudaraba, Ijara, Takaful, etc. (Saidi, 2009). Given Murabaha as the
most popular mode of Islamic financing (Hasanin, 1996; Hendar, 2017) with more than 75%
in total transactions, this research focus on investigating theMurabaha contracts to touch-
base on an area that is interesting to the vast majority of those dealing with Islamic finance
instruments.

Text mining is a task of extracting high-quality information from text, one of the major
benefits it offers institutions is an efficient technique for examining large and complex
volumes of information known as big data in the form of structured data. In fact, recording
and analyzing human experiences is a common practice in medicine to establish knowledge.
This paper presents an original data analytics method built on recursive co-occurrence of
word substitutes to create meaningful stories related to Islamic finance from the Quran,
which includes around 78,000 words, grouped into 6,236 verses, these verses are grouped
into114 chapters and around 1,300 contextual Hadith (actions or statements of the prophet
Muhammad). This text mining technique is intended to match the recursive composition of
the Quran and Hadith where verses and hadiths are to some extent linked but spread as
riddles through the Quran and Hadith texts. These constructed stories will be further
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analyzed and validated by the Islamic experts to contribute to the development of standard
Sharia compliant business processes for Islamic banks.

By using a novel, fresh text mining methods built on recursive occurrence of synonym
words from the Quran and Hadith to enrich Islamic finance, this research study can claim to
have been the first of its kind in using machine learning to mine the Quran, Hadith and in
extracting valuable knowledge to support and consolidate the Islamic financial business
processes andmake themmore compliant with the Sharia.

This research paper is structured as follows; Section 1 is the background to the subject
matter and the rationale of this research. Section 2 is the literature reviews of previous
research work on text analytics of the Quran and the Hadith and explains the framework of
Murabaha instrument. Section 3 outlines the research methodology and focusses on the
Murabaha business process which will be compared to the Murabaha business processes
produced using text mining against the one developed through data collection. Sections 4 is
the analysis of the different text mining approaches which relies extensively on the
recursive co-occurrence Algorithm and its implementation. Section 5 highlights the findings
and further discussion on what was achieved through this research. Section 6 emphasizes
how the Islamic financial business process can progress in the future, in general, and
Murabaha, in particular.

2. Literature reviews
This study identifies the gaps in this research area, such as the lack of references in Islamic
finance concerning the Murabaha contract business process. Most previous studies,
although limited, have focused on the text of the Quran and the Hadith in the Arabic
language. The research work in this paper promises to provide solutions to bridge this gap
through introducing a novel machine learning technique to analyze those texts and lend
support to research in Islamic finance.

This research acknowledges that careful handling of the Quran and hadith texts is in order,
given the immense importance of both texts. The literature review section lays down a quick
background on previous studies; most of which dealt with the Arabic text of the Quran.

Arabic plays an important role in Islamic finance research because Arabic is the
language of the Quran. When Islamic finance expanded and encountered other financial
systems, Arabic acted as a bridge of scholarship through the movement of translation.

Limited research has studied the Arabic text of the Quran. Most research has focused on
finding frequent patterns (Ali, 2012), developing semantic lexicons (Al-Yahya et al., 2010),
syntactic annotation (Dukes et al., 2013), statistical extraction and visualization of Quran topics
(Panju, 2014) and semantic indexing and retrieval of Quran words and topics (Aliyu, 2013;
Khan et al., 2013; Kais, 2014). The research has led to the creation of an open source Quranic
corpus (Dukes et al., 2013) using bothArabic words and the translations of these words.

Sharaf (2019) and stated that as the Quran is the word of God, it therefore requires
prudent processing when handled by computerized techniques of artificial intelligence,
natural language handling and machine learning. The Arabic version of the Quran taken
from (Tanzil.net, 2014) has been used in this study. It is well-known to be a difficult natural
language for processing, artificial intelligence techniques and machine learning. This is
because of its unique qualities such as complicated Diglossia, multiple sources of words,
diacritic and other qualities (Habash, 2010).

Several techniques have been used to analyze Arabic texts (Ahmad and Varma, 2018;
Adeleke et al., 2017; Saleem andMartha, 2004) and introduced a method that merges shallow
parsing and data mining (DM) techniques with traditional data retrieval. AL-Kabi et al.
(2005) created an automatic classifier to categorize the verses of “Fatiha” and El-Halees
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(2007) designed a system called ArabCat based on maximum entropy model to categorize
Arabic documents. Khreisat (2006) investigated the behavior of the N-Gram frequency
statistical natural language method handling for categorizing Arabic text documents. AL-
Kabi and AL-Sinjilawi (2007) presented a comparative study in which they measured the
efficiency of each classification technique of Arabic texts and they achieve the conclusion
that NB technique marginally outperforms other methods. Mesleh (2007) suggested a
categorization system built on support vector machines (SVMs) in which the classifier uses
Chi-square as a feature selection technique in the pre-processing phase of text categorization
system process. Al-Salemi and Juzaiddin (2011) stated that recently three classifiers based
on Bayesian theorem had been applied using simple multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB)
models, multi-variant Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (MBNB) and Naïve Bayes (NB).

Akour et al. (2014) investigated Quranic verses similarity and surah classification using
N-Gram. There is research work reported by (Mohamad et al., 2014) in which he introduced a
series of numerical analysis and data retrieval techniques, such as term frequency (TF) and
term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF_IDF) to the Quran to demonstrate a
range of attributes of the Quran such as its very essential words, the chapters with high
term occurrences and its word cloud. Bentrcia et al. (2017) assessed the intensity of the
semantic relationships of the AND conjunction among two semantically same terms in
various postures throughout the AND conjunction in the Quran.

To the authors’ knowledge, no research work on using machine learning to analyze the
Quran and Hadith to support research question on Islamic finance has been undertaken
before this research study which is aiming to support the effort of making current Islamic
financial business process compliant to Islamic Sharia law.

2.1 Murabaha framework
Murabaha instrument is a form of sale contract centered on sale-and-purchase contracts
with a predefined cost-plus (profit) mark-up basis financing. In fact it is a sales contract
between an Islamic bank and a client. It includes the client request to buy predetermined
commodities from a third party through an Islamic bank. The Islamic bank offer the
commodities to the client with predefined profit over the cost. The Islamic bank is obligated
to reveal to the client the original cost of commodities, the profit and the schedule of
payments. The return ofMurbaha transaction is calculated as follows:

Rm ¼ MurabahaReturn Profit ¼ Original Price� Purchased Price (1)

Cm ¼ Bank’s Profit Pð Þ Cm ¼ Purchased Price� Rm � N (2)

Original Price ¼ Purchased Price� Profit (3)

Conclusion (1), (2) and (3) is that:

Rm ¼ Original Price� Purchased Price
Purchased Price� Period of Murabaha yearlyð Þ � 100

Figure 1 shows the system context diagram (SCD) for the Murabaha business process. It
illustrates the external entities that may interface with the system and its data sources and
yields from/to external entities. The SCD concentrates on external entities and occurrences
that should be studied in creating an entire set of systems requirements. The key external
entities in theMurabaha business processs are shown in rectangle shapes.
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3. Research methodology and investigating process
The classical knowledge discovery loop (Figure 2) as reported in Usai et al. (2018) is used as a
methodology in this study. The knowledge that this research wants to discover from analyzing
the Quran text is to extract a set of related terms or expressions that could be collated into a
sequential set of activities to form an Islamic financial business process (Usai et al., 2018).

To achieve the aim of this research and discover knowledge about Islamic finance
business processes, the team combined the KDD steps into four main tasks:

(1) Developing an understanding of the application domain: In this phase, the research
team developed an understanding of the domain, investigated and collected
information on the issues facing Islamic banks. The findings will help the team to
answer the research question: Is the activities and the data flows of the Murabaha
business process compatible with the Sharia law? Exploratory studies are a
valuable means of finding out “what is happening: to seek new insights: to ask
questions and to assess phenomena in a new light” (Robson, 2002). The research
team tried to formulate answers to the following questions to have a better
understanding about theMurabaha product business process:

Q1.How doesMurabaha financial instrument work?

Q2.What are the business functions that support theMurabaha business process?

Q3.What are the activities handled by each business function?

Figure 1.
Murabaha context

diagram
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Q4.Who are the external stakeholders that interact with theMurabaha business process?

Q5.How data flow between the identified activities?

To obtain answers to these questions, the research team identified several sources,
including Islamic literatures, interviewing experts in Islamic banking, regulators
(AAIOFI, IFSB, IIFM [. . .]. etc.) and Islamic finance scholars in GGC countries,
Jordan, UK and Malaysia. In addition, the research team met with the Deputy
Secretary General and the Head of the Accounting and Auditing Organization for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) to discuss the project idea and to receive
feedback on theMurabaha product. After several rounds of iterations, adjustments
and consultations with the above-mentioned resources, the research team
successfully came up with the classification of all activities across all functional
areas in processing theMurabaha business process contract as shown in Figure 3.

(2) Pre-processing and transforming the data set on which discovery will be performed:
In these combined steps, the team compiled the Quran and Hadith texts adding
annotations at multiple levels of Arabic linguistic analysis to produce an indexed
corpus easy to link verses and Hadith texts semantically to facilitate the text
mining process. This research used 50 million words King Saud University Corpus
of Classical Arabic (KSUCCA) (Alrabiah et al., 2013; Alrabiah, 2014), which is
installed in one of a leading corpus query tool, the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al.,
2004), where it is available for licensed users to investigate. KSUCCA is classified
into six broad groupings, one of them is religion. The religion group contains 150
documents, 23,645,087 words and covers 47% of the corpus. The religion group is

Figure 2.
The research
methodology using
knowledge discovery
in databases (KDD)
process
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further divided into eight categories [Number of Documents, Code] covering most
of the topics related to Sharia law (Quran [1, aa1], Hadith [44, ab1-44], Exegesis of
the Quran [13, ac1-13], Quranic Studies [29, ad1-29], Hadith Studies [10, ae1-10],
Belief [23, af1-23], Jurisprudence [26, ag1-26], Principles of Jurisprudence [4, ah1-4]).

(3) Choosing and using the appropriate data mining algorithm and evaluation of
results: The main goal of this step is to design Murabaha business process based
on text mining which comply with the Sharia law and then critically analyze and
compare it with theMurabaha business process that this research developed based
on the data collection. The outcome of this step will help in answering the research
question. The most appropriate text mining methodology to achieve this goal is the
association rule extraction, which perform text mining at term level identifying
correlations between relevant terms or keywords in the texts. Moreover,
association rules are easy to understand and to interpret for an analyst and an
Islamic scholar. This association rules method of text mining is used successfully
by Swanson (1986) to mine the US MEDLINE database of medical articles to
discover that fish oil is an efficient remedy for blood circulatory disorder as is
magnesium for headache.
To answer the research question, the team will identify the factors needed to
consider in our text mining techniques of the Quran and Hadith texts for
Murabaha business process. These text mining analytics will follow these steps:
� Association rules extraction: Identification of explicitly stated facts by entity

recognition, information and event extraction (Quran and Hadiths).

Figure 3.
The seven steps in

Murabaha business
process (English)
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� Summarization: Process by which the salient aspects of one or more Quran’s
verses and Hadith texts is identified, presented succinctly and coherently.

� Visualization for human observation, analysis and evaluation in all the steps
discussed so far.

(4) Discovering knowledge: These steps will be repeated incrementally and validated, and
the results will be added to the evolving knowledge base of Murabaha business
processes. The goal of this phase is to identify all activities and the data flows in the
Murabaha financing contract that was built through the process of text mining the
Quran and Hadith, which is supposed to comply with the Sharia law, and then to
compare it to the activities and the data flows of the Murabaha business process that
this research developed based on the data collection. An anticipated example of this
research finding is that in the third sub-process purchase order process ( ءارشلابرمأ ), i.e.
the signed contract must include explicitly two items: the real price of the commodity
plus the pre-agreed profit margin.

3.1 Murabaha business process
The data gathered through Islamic literatures, surveying and interviewing experts in
Islamic banking, regulators, Islamic finance scholars and repetitions in the business process
development led to the design of theMurabaha business process as shown in Figure 3. The
identified Murabaha business process includes seven fundamental processes to manage,
monitor and control the flow ofMurabaha transaction activities. These processes are desire
process, promise process, purchase order process, owning process, acquire process, fulfil
theMurabaha contract and close theMurabaha contract. Below is a short deception of each
process:

� Desire process (business deal request): The Islamic bank through this process sends
the client application to a credit rating agency requesting a credit evaluation report.

� Promise process (signing off the promise agreement, دعولاعطق ): In case of the
approval of the client’s application, the client requests the Islamic bank to buy the
commodity.

� Purchase order process ( ءارشلابرمأ ): The Islamic bank purchased the client’s
requested commodity from an independent party then directly sell it to the client at
an agreed price.

� Owning process ( كلمتةعلسلا ): The Islamic banks must own the commodity in this process,
register the commodity in the name of an offshore company, partnership or trust.

� Acquire process ( ليمعلاكيلمت ): Client will make regular payments through
installments to the Islamic bank. Payments are fixed for the entire Murabaha
contract term.

� Fulfil the Murabaha transaction ( دقعماربأ()ةحبارملا ): This process will be initiated
regularly in a monthly basis. The scheduled installments payment will be asserted
by direct debit.

� Close the Murabaha contract ( ةحبارملادقعدادس ): This stage starts when the Islamic
bank receives all theMurabaha’s payments from the client.

The above processes are interconnected among themselves and with external entities
(shown in a rectangle shape in Figure 3). External entities are credit rating agency, clients
and the Islamic Sharia information system.
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It is important to adhere to the terms for a legal Murabaha contract as stated in the
Sharia rules and values. Additionally, it is essential that every one of the processes
referenced above are performed at the right time to ensure that validity of the transaction.
To confirm whether the exact rules and procedures are followed, the Murabaha business
process must establish control points in the processes to detect main activity restrictions in
each process; define triggers to activate a process or activity within a process flow; identify
the timeframe over which activation will occur; highlight key points at which related
activities need to be synchronized; identify how processes fail and how problems can be
improved; and describe the accountability for the quality and efficiency of the activities
within the process (Institute of Management Accountants, 2000).

4. Analysis of the different text mining approaches
Three basic types of approaches in text mining are used for new knowledge discovery in
databases (shown in Figure 2); knowledge based, statistical or machine-learning based and co-
occurrence approach (Bretonnel and Lawrence, 2008). In general, knowledge-based systems
require a long time to develop and a deep understanding of the domain to analyze (Cohen and
Hunter, 2004). Statistical or machine learning-based systems are more appropriate for
classification and need high and expensive labeled training data (Craven andKumlein, 1999).

However, the co-occurrence techniques consider ideas that arise in the similar unit of text,
usually a verse in the Quran or a sentence, but from time to time can be as substantial as an
abstract idea and also indicate the connection between them as reported in (Swanson, 1986; Hui
et al., 2009; Jelier et al., 2005). In Jelier et al. (2005), co-occurrence-based meta-analysis of
scientific texts is used for retrieving biological relationships among genes, and their results
revealed more functional biological relations and could even achieve results with less literature
available per gene. The performance achieved in this co-occurrence text mining work is in line
with the agreement between human annotators, suggesting the potential of text mining for
precise and efficient prediction of disease statuses from clinical discharge summaries.

This research developed an approach of co-occurrence of data/text mining method to
reveal the blockchain like the architecture of the Quran and Hadith texts. The suggested
approach is not limited to transitive co-occurrence as reported previously but goes beyond
that into recursive co-occurrence of Islamic finance associated terms to extract as much as
likely interrelated terms to build a tree of key word terms that reproduce Murabaha
business process shown in Figure 3.

4.1 Running the co-occurrence algorithm
This research will make use of recursive words co-occurring text mining to extract
recursively linked verses through synonym words that makes the link of verses in the
Quran and Hadith texts, which are linked like the items of a blockchain. This retrieval of
semantically linked Sharia law business processes are compared with existing practice of
Islamic banks. The first step is to screen throughMurabaha business process of Figure 3, in
Arabic version (which is similar to Figure 4, in English version) to gather the initial terms
that characterize tasks or actions as: T initial = { ةبراضم (Mudaraba = Partnership); ةحبارم
(Murabaha = Cost Plus Financing); عيب (Sale); ءارش (Purchase); دقع (Contract). . .etc.}.

The proposed recursive co-occurrence of keyword terms algorithm is as follows:

Recursive-co-occurrence algorithm
1. Gather all the terms related to a business process into a set

Tinitial = {t1, t2, t3. . ., tm};
2. Create a B-tree structure Tbp for a given business process and

initiate its root;
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3. Iteration = 0; # initiate the counter of recursive iterations;
4. Tcurrent<- Tinitial; and
5. While (Iteration< n) # given n the number of recursive iteration.

Foreachterm, ti of Tcurrent set Do
� Run the co-occurrence frequency process (word sketch) in Sketch
Engine (lexical computing) to extract from Quran and Hadiths
corpus the other terms in Tcurrent Co-occurring with terms ti;

� Appendtheextracted terms at the right node of the B-tree Tbp;
� Select manually new discovered relevant terms into a new set
named Tobserved;

� Append all sentences related to the extracted co-occurring
terms intoa new sub-corpus named Ct;

End
Tcurrent < �Tobserved \ Tinitial;

Tinitial < �Tobserved [ Tinitial;

Tobserved < � Ø;
Iteration<- iterationþ1; If (Tcurrent =Ø) then go to step 6;

ElseGostep5

End while

Figure 4.
Murabaha business
process with Arabic
keywords
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6. Mine all the sentences contained in the Ct sub-corpus based on
the hierarchical relationships of the B-tree Tbp;and

7. Use the result of text mining process, produce an ordered list of
terms that could be used to compose the alternative actions in
the original business process.

The Arabic version of the holy Quran has been downloaded from Tanzil project website
(Tanzil.net, 2014) which represents an authentic verified source of the holy Quran text. The
holy Quran is composed of 114 chapters, 6,236 verses and the Hadith texts is composed of
around 1,300 collected from several sources and were compiled into a corpus using Sketch
Engine text mining tool.

4.1.1 Extract from King Saud University Corpus of Classical (KUCC) corpus the other
terms co-occurring with terms in Tinitial. The method of co-occurring words (word sketch
operation in the Sketch engine) has been applied to obtain words and terms inside original co-
occurring together (red rectangles) and manually assemble the new spotted words (blue
rectangle) like = { نهر (mortgage); ضرق (loan). . .. etc.} related to the business process shown in
Figure 4. These new spotted words would be re-used to repeat the recursive iteration to find new
associatedwords to theMurabaha business process.

Based on the inter relationship occurrence, a B-tree will be developed to explicitly reflect
these relationships to be used as an indexing scheme for accessing related sentences or
verses of the Quran or Hadith for further analysis. An example of this B-Tree in Figure 6 can
be deduced from Figure 5.

4.1.2 Append all sentences related to the extracted co-occurring terms into a new sub-
corpus. Using the hyper link of co-occurring terms shown in Figure 7, the team drill-down to
the indexes of related sentences containing the co-occurring terms like { عيب (Sale); ءارش
(Purchase) and ةحبارم v (Murabaha)} as shown in Figure 5. These indexes will help further
drill-down to download new sentences to be saved into a new sub corpus for further text
analysis to find more patterns relevant to the Murabaha business process and more
importantly in producing ordered list of words to be composed into an alternative Islamic
business process that is built using the Quran and Hadiths.

5. Findings and discussion
The main findings of this research on text mining the Quran and Hadith are the
identification of the shortcomings regarding the compliancy of the existing Islamic bank’s

Figure 5.
Iteration for

extracting co-
occurrence of

Murabaha business
process-related terms
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Murabaha financing contract with Sharia law. Based on the result of our text mining of the
Quran and Hadith, all the activities and data flows of theMurabaha financing contract are
tested and validated for compliancy with Sharia law.

An Islamic finance institution is based on Sharia compliance, this lends legitimacy to the
Islamic financial products and services provided. Therefore, the scope of Sharia compliancy
is not limited to the attestation of fair representation of financial aspects of an organization,
but to ensure that Sharia controls are conceptually sound and effective in ensuring Islamic
values and Sharia principles of financial transactions (Lahsasna, 2016).

Cognitive bias refers to manipulative flaws present in general human thinking; these
systematic flaws are studied in psychology as deviations from rational judgment (Plous,
1993; Hammond et al., 1998). Certain bias can potentially influence a Sharia board,

Figure 7.
Sample of co-
occurring [ عيب (Sale);

ءارش (Purchase) and
ةحبارم (Murabaha)]

Figure 6.
An instance of a B-
Tree showing the
relationship between
terms
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specifically framing and outcome bias. Framing bias refers to a decision being affected by
the framing or presentation of information about the decision, such as asking if a glass is
half full or half empty. Our research question: is the activities and the data flows of the
Murabaha financing contract is compatible with Sharia law?

Recently, in the UAE, an investigation by the Dubai Financial Services Authority
(DFSA) highlighted the role of framing bias. The DFSA uncovered that between January
2014 and December 2015, two commodity brokers (David Barnett and Christopher Steer)
facilitated Murabaha transactions by reusing no longer valid metal commodity titles that
were once used by the firm. This caused the DFSA to impose restrictions on these
commodity brokers (Dubai Financial Services Authority, 2019). The Sharia audit teams are
responsible for assessing whether Murabaha transactions are backed by actual assets, by
referring to information from the auditee and not depending on the frame presented by the
auditee. Hence, the Sharia board needs to examine the frame first formulated by the auditee
and be somewhat cynical in their approach to verifying the information presented to them.
They may even need other independent sources to provide external confirmation.

Studies such as Mohamad and Abdul-Rahman (2014) discuss the determinants of Sharia
non-compliance such as human error, business processes, poor governance, lack of
understanding of sharia matters, product structure, supporting systems and legal
documentation. Another study (Ginena, 2014) found internal and external factors such as
people, process, technological advances and evolution of the industry. People working in
Islamic banks may have a lack of expertise or due to basic human error may cause Sharia
non-compliance. The process may cause Sharia non-compliance by relying on conventional
procedures (reverse engineering) or improper product approval of document processes. The
technological system of a bank may not be tailored to the needs of executing Sharia
contracts. Additionally, there are external factors to consider such as regulators, commodity
brokers, Sharia scholars and lawyers; thus, external factors may also contribute to the
occurrence of Sharia non-compliant, resulting from the lack of expertise in the sharia,
particularly in the area of legal, commodity brokerage and advisory, change of fatwa or
regulatory requirements as well as inadequate monitoring and guidelines from regulators.

TheMurabaha transaction did not meet the Sharia standard due to the auditor’s lack of
knowledge and expertise in the Murabaha variant, for example, Sharia auditors approved
the income of aMurabaha transaction to be credited into a charity account, considering this
as an “Advanced Payment Murabaha”; however, the invoices of the Murabaha transaction
were dated and generated after the date of the payment.

In other cases, Murabaha transactions violated the concept of ownership, which
prohibits the sale and purchase of assets which are not owned or received by the seller, for
example, a Sharia board was misinformed through a document about the bank’s ownership
of an asset; therefore, the Sharia board approved the sale of the asset to the client. The
auditor should have checked and informed the Sharia board to reconsider their decision as
the Hadith of the Prophet (saws) stated: “Don’t sell the good which you haven’t owned it”.

By examining the above facts, two key findings can be concluded. First, a biased audit
observation might be the result of partial understanding of Sharia auditor and his shallow
judgment. An erred reporting will not only undermine the role and reputation of Sharia
audit but also could additionally cause reputational risk for the auditee. Second, most of
these traps are associated. Falling into one trap frequently leads to becoming prey of other
traps as well. Preventing these traps mainly depends on proper audit qualification, and the
expertise developed during audit career. Furthermore, due to the different nature of auditee’s
business, auditors are always susceptible to these traps during an audit exercise despite
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having a successful track record. Therefore, it is important to occasionally step back and
discuss mistakes that can prevent or derail success.

Besides enriching the literature of Islamic Finance, especially in the Murabaha business
process, the authors believe that the usefulness of results of this study also comes in the shape
of providing a reference that helps professionals and boosts compliance with the Sharia law
that has been an issue raised by several previous studies due to lack of understanding Sharia
matters and Islamic products’ structure, and citing poor knowledge of professionals within
Islamic Finance to exacerbate Sharia non-compliance. The results achieved through this study
by assembling some key words that could improve the existing Islamic Murabaha business
process upon being accepted and validated by Islamic Sharia law experts. The authors can also
claim that such results are amilestone for further research in Islamic finance.

6. Conclusion
The novelty of this research study could be traced to the never-before used data mining
technique (machine learning) in analyzing the Quran and Hadith texts to support research on
Islamic finance. The main anxieties in front of Islamic finance globally and must be addressed
are the lack of innovation, reverse engineering and the conformity of the Islamic financial
instruments with the underlying principles of Sharia law. Muslims believe that the Qur’an is a
sole authoritative source for knowledge, wisdom, guidance and legislations for mankind. It was
challenging research work to be one of the first to initiate the use of machine learning to mine
the Quran and Hadith to obtain knowhow to consolidate the Islamic financial business
processes and make them more compliant with Islamic Sharia law. An additional challenge is
the Arabic adaptation of the Quran, which is known to be extremely complex natural language.

This paper bridges the gap between theory and practice in the way it transforms texts
into useful information that helps support the Murabaha business process practices and
concludes on its Sharia-compatibility. This research communicates clearly to the audience
interested by this research (Islamic finance researchers, professional, Islamic banks workers,
etc.) and address that audience with the research’s findings and conclusions. In doing so,
this research clearly identifies the implications for Islamic Finance research, Islamic
banking practice and theMuslim society in general.

To our knowledge, there is no similar research work on mining the Quran and Hadith to
extract knowledge to support other aspects of human socioeconomics. This study achieved the
first results by assembling some key words that could provide an alternative or an improvement
to the existingMurabaha business process and bemore in compliance with Islamic Sharia law on
the condition that it is accepted and validated by experts in Islamic Sharia law. These results are
milestone for further research to cover other Islamicfinancial business processes.

Note

1. Part of an old version of this paper is present on a university repository website and can be
accessed on www.zu.ac.ae. This article is not published nor is under publication elsewhere.
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